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Singlet exciton relaxation in isolated polydiacetylene chains studied by subpicosecond
pump-probe experiments
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Singlet 1Bu exciton relaxation in polydiacetylene chains isolated in their crystalline monomer matrix is
studied by subpicosecond pump-probe experiments. Results on photoinduced absorption~PA! and on 1Bu

exciton absorption bleaching@photobleaching~PB!# are presented. It is shown that three excited states lie in the
optical gap, apart from the triplet3Bu exciton. Two short-lived states~respective lifetimest '450 fs and 2 ps!
of very similar PA cross sections and PB efficiencies, belong to the same relaxation pathway. A third longer-
lived state~t >30 ps! is responsible for a slow PB component and exists independently of the triplet exciton,
which has its own signature@B. Kraabelet al., Chem. Phys.227, 83 ~1998!#. There is a branching in the1Bu

exciton relaxation, excluding a single cascade of these three states. The proposed nonradiative relaxation
scheme involves twoAg states. Self-trapping is also discussed and it is concluded that, if present, it cannot be
instantaneous. Our data suggest that self-trapping is at best a minor component of theBu singlet exciton
relaxation in polydiacetylene isolated chains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polydiacetylenes~PDA’s! are good model systems for th
study of conjugated polymers because they can be obta
as single crystals of macroscopic size by solid-state polym
ization of the corresponding diacetylene~DA! crystal.1–3

Such crystals are usually considered as a collection of o
dimensional~1D! chains, neglecting interchain interaction
However, studies on several conjugated polymers such
PPV have demonstrated the existence of interchain excit
i.e., bound electron-hole pairs on neighboring chains.4,5 This
brings into question the interpretation of the photophysics
PDA’s in terms of isolated polymer chains.

We study here DA monomer single crystals contain
chains of the corresponding polydiacetylene polymer a
concentration of approximately 1024 in weight. The chosen
DA’s are known as 3BCMU and 4BCMU and have the si
groups -(CH2)n-OCO-NH-COOC4H9 where n53 for
3BCMU andn54 for 4BCMU. Thermal polymerization o
these DA’s is negligible, so a small and constant polym
concentration can be maintained in a sample. However,
readily polymerize underg-ray irradiation. The resulting
chains are very long~2.6 mm in the case of PDA-4BCMU,
with a very small dispersion in length6!, and are thus good
approximations of infinite chains. At a concentration'1024

in weight the average interchain distance is several ten
nanometers. Thus interchain interactions can be negle
and each chain may be considered as an isolated 1D sys
Moreover, in the crystalline monomer matrix, all the cha
are perfectly aligned and parallel, with the same geome
and the same environment~surrounding monomer crystal!.
They are, in fact, 1D crystals.

Their absorption spectrum is dominated by an intense
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~23!/15777~12!/$15.00
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highly dichroic line ~dichroic ratio>250!, peaking atn0

514 585 cm21 ~'1.81 eV! in PDA-4BCMU and at n0

515 330 cm21 ~'1.90 eV! in PDA-3BCMU at 15 K. This
transition corresponds to the lowest-lying1Bu free exciton.
For the sake of simplicity we refer to the1Bu free exciton,
and its transition energy, asn0 . The corresponding absorp
tion line is very narrow at low temperature~fullwidth at half
maximum 7.4 meV at 10 K! indicating that inhomogeneou
broadening is very small, and giving a lower limit for th
lifetime of n0 of t0>90 fs.

Weak absorption lines appear on the low energy side
the absorption line atn0 . They correspond to excitons o
very similar electronic properties, but located on differe
chains with slightly different ground-state conformations7,8

These are further discussed in the Appendix.
Both the PDA-3 and -4BCMU chains isolated in the

respective monomer matrices exhibit a weak fluorescenc8,9

whereas the bulk PDA-4BCMU is considered to be nonflu
rescent. Apart from the region of the main exciton transiti
where emitted light is reabsorbed, the emission spectrum
essentially a mirror image of the exciton absorption with
Stokes shift. The emission origin coincides with the ma
exciton absorption energy to within the experimental ac
racy of a few cm21. Since this fluorescence is weak, th
free-exciton relaxation is dominated by nonradiative p
cesses. Preliminary time-resolved luminescence meas
ments indicate a fluorescence lifetimet0<200 fs.10

To our knowledge, the singlet exciton-relaxation sche
has never been studied before on isolated PDA chains an
investigated here through subpicosecond pump-probe ex
ments. The triplet exciton generation and relaxation p
cesses have been studied using the same experim
method in our previous paper.11 The important literature on
15 777 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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these processes in bulk PDA’s Refs. 12–14 will not be
viewed here; instead, we briefly recall the facts relevan
the present paper.

In bulk form, PDA’s are known to exist in two differen
electronic states, characterized by exciton transitions
1.9–2 eV ~the so-called ‘‘blue phase’’!, and ;2.4 eV ~the
‘‘red phase’’!. The characteristic times observed during e
citon relaxation are somewhat different in the two phas
The blue-phase materials that have been most studied
poly-PTS single crystals, polycrystalline PDA-4BCM
films, and cast PDA-3BCMU films;1Bu exciton relaxation is
very similar in all these systems. The electronic properties
the isolated chains in PDA-3BCMU and PDA-4BCMU stu
ied here correspond to this phase.

The most complete model for exciton relaxation in PDA
has been proposed by Kobayashi and co-workers.14–16 It is
based on a prediction of the theory of exciton self-trappi
which states that there is no barrier to self-trapping in o
dimension.17–19It is assumed that chains in PDA’s behave
1D systems for both electrons and phonons, at least in
relevant time range. The optically excited free exciton sta
to evolve instantaneously, within a half period of the CvC
stretching vibration~;20 fs!, since electron-phonon cou
pling is very strong in PDA’s. A ‘‘hot’’ self-trapped exciton
~STE! in thus formed, which cools down in a fraction of
picosecond. The thermalized STE is converted back into
ground state with a lifetime of 2 ps, by tunneling to th
ground-state potential energy curve. There is a single leve
the optical gap, the STE. However, in more recent papers
the same authors, the possibility of the STE being anAg
state20~a! or of an Ag state being involved in the relaxatio
scheme of the STE@Ref. 20~b!# is considered.

Our paper is organized as follows: The experimen
methods are presented briefly in Sec. II. Photoinduced
sorption and photobleaching results are presented in Se
and discussed in Sec. IV. It is shown that there are at l
three excited states in the optical gap, two short lived~life-
times;0.45 and 2 ps! and one longer lived~;30 ps!. The
latter is distinct from the triplet state. The nature of the
states is then discussed in comparison to data from the
erature on blue-phase bulk PDA.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup used for this study has been
scribed in detail in a previous paper.11 It consists of a mode-
locked Ti:sapphire oscillator amplified at a 250 kHz repe
tion rate, which produces 150 fs, 4mJ pulses at 800 nm
~Coherent RegA system!. A portion of this output is split off
and focused into a sapphire plate to form a single-filam
continuum, which is then further split to serve as both
seed for an optical parametric amplifier~OPA! and the probe
for a pump-probe experiment. The remaining power in
800 nm pulse train is doubled and used to pump the O
thus producing a pulse train continuously tunable from 5
to nearly 800 nm. The tunable output of the OPA serves
the pump while the continuum serves as the probe in a c
ventional pump-probe experiment. The pump photon ene
is always kept below the known electron-hole pair gene
tion threshold.7 The accessible probe spectral range lies
tween 1.25 and 2.3 eV, but it is difficult to probe the spect
-
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region from 1.5 to 1.6 eV since this is near the strong pea
the continuum spectrum at the fundamental wavelength
800 nm. We measure the differential absorption as a func
of delay time between the pump and probe pulse, and, f
given delay time, as a function of the intensity of the pum
pulse.

After passing through the sample, the continuum pro
pulses are dispersed in a single-grating spectrometer and
spectrum is focussed onto a liquid nitrogen cooled char
coupled device detector. The probe spectrum is meas
with and without the pump~I on andI off , respectively! at a 12
Hz repetition rate, which yields~in the small signal limit in
which we generally operate! the differential absorption sig
nal, 2Dad5 ln@Ion(v)/I off(v)#. Although the signal-to-
noise ratio achievable using this method is less than what
be achieved using a monochromator and synchrono
phase-sensitive, differentially amplified detection,21 the rapid
collection of the entire spectrum at each delay time is cru
for this experiment for several reasons. Because the ble
ing of the ground-state absorption reveals sharp~width
10–20 meV! excitonic bands it is necessary to fit these
their entirety in order to accurately measure the dynamics
the recovery of the ground state. This avoids possible s
tematic errors due to changes in the position and/or linew
of the bleached line. Using single-channel detection wo
preclude detection of these effects, and, if they were pres
they would manifest themselves by altering the measu
dynamics in a systematic way. In addition, the bleached
sorption bands are superimposed over a broad-band pho
duced absorption~PA!, so that accurate fitting of the
bleached line shape is crucial in order to separate the t
dynamics of the bleaching from that of the PA.

The probe pulses obtained through continuum genera
are strongly chirped. They were carefully characterized o
the entire spectral range using two-photon absorption i
GaSe crystal.22 Considering the extremely broad spectr
range of the probe, chirp compression was considered
practical. The frequency-domain data we present are raw
perimental results, i.e., not corrected for chirp. Hence,
different frequency components do not correspond to
same pump-probe time delay. However, the time-dom
data shown have been corrected for the known value of
chirp, and therefore can be directly compared with ea
other. Because the various differential absorption bands@PA
or photobleaching~PB!# have a bandwidth typically betwee
10 and 20 meV, we note that the amount of chirp in t
visible over a bandwidth of this size causes a maximum
20 fs group delay between the different spectral compone
of the probe pulse. This is much smaller than the 150 fs pu
width, and therefore can be safely neglected when fitting
the lineshape of a differential absorption band.

Another issue that must be considered is the possible
currence of the so-called spectral oscillation artefact, wh
has been observed in the dynamics of exciton lines when
dephasing time is much longer than the pump-pu
duration.23 However, in the present experiments the deph
ing time is at most 200 fs comparable to the pump durati
so that coherent effects are expected to be much sma
Indeed, we performed a careful numerical calculation a
found that, in our experimental conditions, coherent effe
cause only minor changes in the differential absorption sp
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PRB 58 15 779SINGLET EXCITON RELAXATION IN ISOLATED . . .
trum in the immediate vicinity of the exciton absorption lin
Furthermore, the artefact is present only when the pump
probe pulses overlap. Finally, the effect is even less imp
tant in the case of time-domain data. Therefore, we are c
fident that this artefact plays no significant role in the expe
mental results reported below.

Single crystals of monomer 3BCMU and 4BCMU a
grown by slow evaporation of saturated solutions of fres
recrystallized monomer in acetone or methylisobutylketo
at 4 °C in the dark. The crystals are plate shaped, with
area of 0.1–1 cm2, and a thickness of 50–250mm. They
contain a very small amount of polymer chains dispersed
the crystalline monomer matrix,xp51025– 1024 in weight.
Controlled amounts of polymer can be generated by irra
tion with low g-ray doses.6

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The pump photons can generate several types of exc
states, and the overall absorption spectrum is modified in
ways: ~1! PB, which is the decrease of absorption by t
ground state partially depopulated by the pump, and~2! PA,
which is the generation of new absorption bands correspo
ing to the excited states created by the pump.

Since we pump below the known electron-hole genera
gap,7 the pump photons cannot generate charge carr
Hence, only exciton states contribute to the differential
sorption.

Figure 1 shows the differential absorption spectrum
tween 1.6 and 2.1 eV of an optically thin sample of PD
4BCMU at a delay time of 1 ps atn0 . In this figure, as well
as in all those in which PB peaks appear, the negative
ferential absorption is plotted, so that the PB appears as
row positive peaks similar to the linear absorption spectru
and the PA appears as broad negative bands. A similar s
trum is obtained on PDA-3BCMU.

The PB kinetics is that of the ground-state repopulation
which all excited states are involved, whereas each exc
state has its own PA. If a spectral range may be found wh
only one excited state absorbs, the kinetics of this PA is t

FIG. 1. Differential absorption of PDA-4BCMU chains isolate
in 4BCMU monomer matrix, at a delay time of 1 ps~at 1.81 eV!.
The spectrum is not corrected for the chirp of the probe pulse.
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that of the corresponding excited-state population~in the
small-signal limit!. It is then potentially easier to account fo
the PA results, and these will be presented first.

A. Photoinduced absorptions

Three spectral ranges have been studied, in which dif
ent PA kinetics are observed. The two materials stud
~PDA-3BCMU and -4BCMU! show very similar results in
all three spectral ranges. The PA kinetics are obtained
averaging over a 10 meV bandwidth centered at the gi
energy.

In order to fit the kinetics we use the following formalism
As will be shown below, we find it necessary to introdu
two intermediate states belown0 , which are referred to as
X1 and X2 . The population of the various excited states
then modeled by numerically integrating the following ra
equations:

dnn0
~ t !

dt
5S sg~vpp!I pp~ t !

hvpp
D @ng~ t !2nn0

~ t !#2
nn0

~ t !

t0
,

~1a!

dnx1
~ t !

dt
5

nn0
~ t !

t0
2

nx1
~ t !

t1
, ~1b!

dnx2
~ t !

dt
5

nx1
~ t !

t1
2

nx2
~ t !

t2
, ~1c!

n05ng1nn0
1nx1

1nx2
. ~1d!

In these equationssg(vpp) andng refer to the ground-state
absorption cross section and population density, respectiv
ni andt i refer to the population density and lifetime of sta
i, respectively, andI pp(t) represents the pump flux. The sat
ration density is given by the constant termn0 . In order to
calculate the PA signal, we take the convolution of the po
lation densities with the probe pulse,

Da~ t,vpb!}E
2`

`

dt8I pb~ t82t !@sn0
~vpb!nn0

~ t8!

1sx1
~vpb!nx1

~ t8!1sx2
~vpb!nx2

~ t8!#, ~2!

where s i(vpb) represents the absorption cross section
statei at frequencyvpb, andI pb(t) represents the probe flux
We use a sech2(2.269/t i) pulse shape for both the pump an
probe pulse, withtpp5150 fs for the pump pulse and 15
,tpb,220 fs for the probe pulse, depending on the wa
length of the spectral region under consideration.

1. Near-IR region (1.2–1.45 eV)

A typical PA spectrum in the near IR~NIR! is shown in
Fig. 2. At delay times less than 1 ps, the spectrum has
components, an intense and narrow Lorentzian line peak
at '1.35 eV, which is superimposed on a shorter live
broad-band component.

This broad band disappears within a few ps of the pu
pulse, leaving only the narrow Lorentzian absorption lin
This line is theTT* photoinduced absorption, and by mon
toring it the triplet population can be studied. Results
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triplet exciton generation, transport, and relaxation are p
sented and discussed in a separate paper.11 In the present
paper, only the short-lived component is of interest in co
nection with the singlet exciton dynamics.

It is seen from Fig. 2~spectrum a! that the threshold of
this structureless band is probably below 1.2 eV, beyond
accessible spectral range. Its time dependence is show
Fig. 3. The rise time is that of the pump pulse. The decay
be measured over one order of magnitude. It is initially e
ponential with a lifetimet154506100 fs independent of the
probe wavelength in the NIR domain, and of the pump fl
ence and wavelength. In what follows, the state with lifetim
t1 will be referred to asX1 . The dispersion on the fitted

FIG. 2. Near-infrared-photoinduced absorption spectra of PD
4BCMU chains. Spectrum~a! is at a delay time of 335 fs and
spectrum~b! is at 1.3 ps. Spectra are not corrected for chirp of
probe pulse; the delay times given are for 1.35 eV.

FIG. 3. Time dependence at 1.45 eV~solid circles! and 1.29 eV
~open circles! of PDA-4BCMU, corrected for the chirp of the prob
pulse. The heavy solid line is a fit using Eq.~2! with sn0

50,
sx1

:sx2
57:1. The thin solid line shows the contribution of the sta

X1 , with t1'450 fs. The dashed line shows the contribution of t
stateX2 with t2'2 ps.
-

-

ur
in
n
-

-

values oft1 is experimental, since the signal-to-noise ra
becomes poor beyond the first ps.

A weaker and longer-lived PA component is present
the ps time range, but is too small to be analyzed direc
However, in order to achieve the best fit for the short-liv
component, it is necessary to assume that this longer-li
component has the same lifetime (t2'2 ps) as found in the
PA and PB in the visible region. The state of lifetimet2 will
be referred to as stateX2 and will be discussed more below

Thus, we use Eq.~2!, with t252 ps andt0,200 fs in Eq.
~1! to fit to the kinetics shown in Fig. 3. The result, shown
the thick solid line in Fig. 3, yieldssn0

:sx1
:sx2

50:7:1 for
this spectral region. The same results are obtained on P
3BCMU at 20 and 77 K and PDA-4BCMU at 20 K.

The absolute cross section for absorption can be estim
using the relation

s5
$Dad%

deff

1

n
with n5

rxpNAd

Mm
, ~3!

where$Dad% is the measured differential absorption,deff is
the sample thickness,r is the sample density,xp is the
weight fraction of polymerization,NA is Avogadro’s num-
ber,M is the polymer repeat unit molecular weight in Dalto
m is the number of monomers per photon absorbed, andd is
the number of excitations of typeX1 created per photon ab
sorbed. Equations~1! imply d51 ~this is further discussed in
Sec. IV B below!. Using r51.22 g/cm3, xp51024, M
5508 g/mol, m5100, and the experimental values ofdeff
5150mm and$Dad%50.01 givess'3310216 cm2 for the
range 1.5–1.2 eV. This is an intense transition with an os
lator strength of order 1.

2. Visible region

Figure 4 shows the experimental differential absorption
PDA-3BCMU chains in the region around the exciton pe
at n0 . We purposefully used a sample with a higher polym
content in order to record more accurate differential abso

-

e

FIG. 4. Differential absorption of PDA-3BCMU chains in th
spectral region nearn0 . The hatched region corresponds to to
absorption byn0 , where the differential absorption cannot be me
sured. The kinetics of the PA’s shown in Fig. 5 were determined
averaging over 10 meV bands about~a! 1.79 and~b! 1.965 eV~see
arrows!.
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tion spectra in this spectral region. This sample thus abs
so strongly atn0 that it was impossible to measure the d
ferential absorption there, hence the corresponding spe
region is hatched on Fig. 4. Narrow PB lines correspond
to the vibronic replicas ofn0 , and also tona , nb , and nc
~see the Appendix!, appear at the same positions as the
sorption lines in the linear-absorption spectrum. Betwe
these PB peaks, spectral regions exist where the differe
absorption is positive; that is PA is dominant. The behav
of this PA is different below and above the energyn0 .

The singlet1Bu exciton energyn0 at 20 K is not precisely
the same for the two materials: 1.9 eV for PDA-3BCMU a
1.8 eV for PDA-4BCMU. Since our experimentall
accessible-probe energy range starts around 1.6 eV, the
tral region belown0 where PA can be studied is wider i
PDA-3BCMU. Thus, this material has been chosen for
experimental study but it was verified that results on PD
4BCMU are similar.

In the visible range belown0 , the PA band is broad an
structureless~several sharp bleaching features can be s
below n0 ; these will be discussed in the Appendix!. Above
n0 , bleaching of the vibronic replicas ofn0 can be seen
superimposed on a broad PA background. Figure 5 sh
the dynamics obtained by averaging over a 10 meV b
centered at the spectral positions denoted by the arrow
Fig. 4. The open circles show the dynamics at 1.965
@spectral position~b!#, above the energyn0 . The heavy solid
line shows the result of using Eq.~2! to fit the data, from
which we obtainsn0

:sx1
:sx2

55:1:2, t0,200 fs, t15450

6100 fs andt25260.3 ps. The solid circles in Fig. 5 show
the kinetics at 1.79 eV@spectral position~a!#, corrected for
the chirp of the probe pulse so that the time origin for bo
spectral positions~a! and~b! coincide. The kinetics of the PA
below n0 are similar in the spectral range between 1.6
and n0 . We obtain an excellent fit to the kinetics at~b!
simply by settingsn0

5sx1
50 in the fit used for the kinetics

FIG. 5. Time dependence of the PA at 1.965 eV~open circles!
and 1.79 eV~solid circles!, corrected for the chirp of the prob
pulse. The heavy solid line is a fit using Eq.~2! with sn0

:sx1
:sx2

55:1:2. Thethick dashed line is the~scaled! result of setting both
sn0

andsX1
equal to zero, leaving only the contribution from sta

X2 . The thin dotted line is the cross correlation of the pump pu
~150 fs! and the probe pulse at 1.965 eV~200 fs!.
bs
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at ~a! ~and scaling the result!, implying that the stateX2 is
indeed populated from stateX1 .

Using Eq.~3!, with d51 andDad50.02 we estimate the
cross section for absorption by the speciesX2 to besx2

'8

310216 cm2 in the range betweenv0 and 1.6 eV. This again
is a large value corresponding to an oscillator strength
order unity. StatesX1 andX2 thus have comparable absor
tion spectra, their respective thresholds being separate
;0.4 eV.

The final state or states of these PA transitions should
about 3 eV above ground state. IfX1 andX2 areAg states as
discussed below, these final states should be ofBu symmetry
and connected to the ground state by an allowed transit
The valence to the conduction band threshold in isola
PDA chains is around 2.4 eV,7 and the bands are broad, b
the corresponding oscillator strength is small. The m
likely candidate for a final state would then be an excit
state resonant with the continuum, and the correspond
absorption would be broad, as are the PA spectra. Ther
indeed a broad absorption plateau near 3 eV but this
subject for further study.

B. Photobleaching of main exciton

1. Spectrum and kinetics

The overall transient PB spectrum~Figs. 1 and 4! looks
very similar to the linear absorption spectrum. The posit
of the PB peaks are almost constant in time and equa
those of the corresponding absorption peaks during the e
decay. The position of the peak atn0 was accurately mea
sured, showing a slight blue shift by;3 meV ~less than 30%
of the peak width!, within about 1 ps. The peak returns to i
initial position with a time constant of about 4 ps~Fig. 6!.
Thus, the effect is a very minor one, and cannot be taken
evidence of spectral relaxation. The shift might be associa
with the generation and decay of a large phonon popula
consecutive to electronic energy relaxation on the chain.

e

FIG. 6. Time dependence of the resonance energy of the
peak ofn0 upon pumping at 2 eV with an excitation density of on
photon absorbed every 70 monomer repeat units. The blueshi
the resonance is fit to a monoexponential with a time constan
600 fs, while the redshift is fit to monoexponential with a tim
constant of 4 ps. The time origin corresponds to the maximum
the PB magnitude.
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15 782 PRB 58KRAABEL, JOFFRE, LAPERSONNE-MEYER, AND SCHOTT
At the wavelengths corresponding to peaks in the diff
ential absorption spectrum~n0 and its two main vibronic
replicas! PB dominates~Figs. 1 and 4!. To obtain the kinetics
of the PB we first fit the low-energy side of the PB peak w
a Gaussian. The data shown for the kinetics is the magni
of these Gaussian fits. For PDA-3BCMU and -4BCMU t
kinetics of the photobleaching of the main exciton and
double and triple bond vibronic replicas are identical for
pump wavelengths used. For PDA-3BCMU the PB sig
appears instantaneously within the pump-pulse duration
pump wavelengths from 1.9 to 2.4 eV. For PDA-4BCMU t
same is true for pump wavelengths from 1.8 to 2.1 eV. T
is shown in Fig. 7 for the case of PDA-3BCMU. Howeve
slight differences exist between the two materials at v
early times,<1.5 ps which will be discussed below.

For PDA-4BCMU, as seen in Fig. 8, the whole time d
cay of the PB atn0 up to the longest time studied~;50 ps!
is well described by a sum of two exponentials with lifetim
1.760.2 ps and 30–40 ps, except the first few points~t
<0.5 ps, see inset!, which are slightly above the fit, indicat
ing a faster initial decay. The long lifetime is very poor
determined since it can be followed over a small dynam
range only. The long-time component has a zero time
trapolated ordinate of;0.1 relative to the short-time compo
nent. This ratio stays constant to within 15% in all expe
mental conditions; i.e., whatever the pump fluence a
wavelength~see discussion below!.

In PDA-3BCMU, the decay beyond;1.5 ps is also fitted
~Fig. 9! by a sum of two exponentials with time constan
and relative intensities similar to those in PDA-4BCMU. It
only between 0 and 1.5 ps~see inset in Fig. 9! that differ-
ences with PDA-4BCMU are observed. In this time ran
the decay has a kind ofS shape, initially faster, then slowe
than the 2 ps time constant exponential. It was checked
this fast initial decay is not a coherence artefact~see Sec. II!.
This decay is further analyzed in Sec. IV D.

2. Bleaching efficiency

The initial differential absorption atn0 , Da0(n0), is
mainly due to bleaching of the exciton absorption. The ra

FIG. 7. Early time dynamics of the PB ofn0 in PDA-4BCMU
upon pumping at 2.00 eV at an excitation density of one photo
citation every 150 monomer repeat units. The thin line shows
convolution of the integral of a 150 fs pump pulse with a 150
probe pulse.
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of Da0(n0) to the absorbancea(n0) of the sample at the
same wavelength yields the fraction of the monomer units
chains present in the crystal that are bleached, i.e., ‘
moved’’ by the electronic excitations generated by the pum
Since the absorbance of the sample at the pump wavele
and the pump fluence are known, the number of genera
excitations can be calculated. The bleaching efficiencyf i
~where the subscripti refers to the state under consideratio!
of such an excitation is then expressed as the numbe
monomer units that are bleached per excitation generate

x-
e

FIG. 8. Dynamics of the PB ofn0 in PDA-4BCMU upon pump-
ing at 2.07 eV at an excitation density of one photoexcitation ev
300 monomer repeat units. The thin solid line is a double expon
tial fit with time constantst251.65 ps andt3540 ps. The thin
dashed line shows the contribution of the long-lived compon
extrapolated to time zero. The inset shows the early time dynam
with the double exponential fit on a linear scale.

FIG. 9. Dynamics of the PB of the vibronic replica ofn0 ~1.99
eV! in PDA-3BCMU upon pumping at 2.07 eV with an excitatio
density of one photoexcitation every 100 monomer repeat un
The thin solid line is a double exponential fit with time constan
t251.7 ps andt3520 ps and the thin dashed line shows the co
tribution of the long-lived component extrapolated to time zero. T
inset shows the early time dynamics and the double exponentia
on a linear scale.
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The bleaching efficiencyfn0
of the initial exciton is esti-

mated in our samples to be;5 monomer units, correspond
ing to a length of;25 Å on a chain. The bleaching effi
ciency of the statesX1 and X2 can then be determine
relative to that ofn0 by fitting the PB kinetics using Eqs.~1!
and ~2! ~in a slightly modified form!. This is done in Sec
IV B; for now it suffices to note simply that the bleachin
efficiencies of statesX1 andX2 are not drastically different
since the PB decays smoothly with no dramatic discontin
ties as might be expected if one state had a much smalle
larger bleaching efficiency than its predecessor.

IV. DISCUSSION: RELAXATION OF THE FREE EXCITON

Though excitonic statesna , nb ~andnc in PDA-3BCMU!
appear in the absorption and photobleaching spectra as
tinct lines below the main exciton absorption energy, th
play no part in the relaxation process of the free-exci
state. Indeed, photobleaching experiments clearly show
no coupling exists between statesn0 , na , nb , and nc ~see
the Appendix!. All spectra—absorption, electroabsorptio
photobleaching, and emission—must be taken as the su
individual spectra each corresponding to a given chain po
lation. The dominant one corresponds to the exciton abs
tion at n0 . The discussion here concerns the relaxation
this exciton.

A. Two short-lived states in the gap

From the PA results, two characteristic timest1 ~'450
fs! and t2 ~'2 ps! were found, indicating two electroni
states apart from the free exciton atn0 whose lifetime is
known to be<200 fs.10 These states are referred to asX1 and
X2 , respectively. Our PA results give a rough idea of th
respective absorption bands in the spectral range acces
to us. In the NIR~1.2 to 1.5 eV!, stateX1 absorbs, with a
small contribution from stateX2 . Note, however, that a con
tribution of the exciton atn0 to the observed PA cannot b
excluded. With our time resolution, PA’s from bothX1 and
n0 would show the same instantaneous rise time, but abs
tion by n0 alone would approximately follow the pump-puls
temporal profile. In the visible region~1.65 to 1.9 eV!, state
X2 of lifetime t2 absorbs and we observe its population fro
X1 sincet1 appears as the rise time. Aboven0 , an instanta-
neous rise time is again observed, followed by an ini
rapid decay, indicating that absorption by the exciton atn0
contributes in this spectral range. Furthermore, the fit us
Eq. ~2! implies that both statesX1 andX2 contribute as well
to the PA kinetics at this energy. From the fit we find t
relative magnitude of the absorption cross sections to
sn0

:sx1
:sx2

55:1:2 atthis energy.

B. Another, longer-lived, state in the gap

A third decay timet3 ~'30 ps! is needed to fit the slow
component observed in the PB decay kinetics. This imp
that another state, referred to here asY with a long lifetime is
involved in the relaxation scheme. The question arises a
whether we have a single relaxation channel with all th
states in seriesn0°X1°X2°Y°S0 , or whether there is a
i-
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branching from a certain level so that the stateY decays in
parallel with the other state~s!.

For the sake of simplicity, we shall discuss only two e
cited statesX2 and Y, neglecting the shorter-lived stateX1
which, as mentioned above, presents a PB efficiency com
rable to that ofX2 . If the two states belong to the sam
relaxation channel according to°X2°Y°S0 , the pho-
tobleaching time dependenceB(t) is given by

B~ t !5fx2
nx2

~ t !1fyny~ t !, ~4!

in which nx2
andny are given by

nx2
~ t !5nx2

~0!exp~2t/t2!, ~5a!

ny~ t !5nx2
~0!$t2 /~ty2t2!%$exp~2t/t2!2exp~2t/t3!%,

~5b!

wheret3 is the lifetime of stateY. As described in Sec. III B,
the observed PB kinetics are well fitted by the sum of t
exponentials with respective decay timest2 ~'2 ps! andt3
~'30 ps!, and the ratio of the zero time values of the
exponentials is 1062 in all experiments. Equation~4! will
describe the experimental decay provided the quantity

~fx2
/fy!~12t2 /t3!21'10 ~6!

to account for a sum of two exponentials with a zero tim
ordinate ratio;10. Using the experimental values oft2 and
t3 , the ratio of respective bleaching efficiencies of statesX2
andY should then be;12.

This seems unphysically large. In a very simple mod
the bleaching efficiency of the initially present state is co
parable to the extension of the wave function of the relev
state, i.e., its ‘‘size.’’ It is close to the value of 33 Å inferre
by Greeneet al. in poly-PTS single crystal, from transien
reflectivity measurements.24 The size of the free exciton in
isolated chains of PDA-3BCMU and -4BCMU has been d
duced from electroabsorption measurements as;25 Å.7

Theoretical calculations by Suhai25 on the same material als
yield a similar size. Our temporal resolution is of the order
the free-exciton lifetime, but the initial decay of the bleac
ing has a much longer time constant. Therefore, the stat~s!
responsible for this initial bleaching has~have! an efficiency
very close to the one expected for the free exciton, and p
sumably comparable extensions on the chain. It does
seem reasonable to assume thatfy is significantly less than 1
~in monomer units!. Thus, fx2 should be>12; i.e., a PB
efficiency over twice that of the free exciton.

No such difficulty arises if a branching occurs from som
level in the relaxation cascade. If, for instance,Y is formed
from n0 in competition withX1 andX2 , and bothY andX2
decay independently to the ground state with time consta
t2 andt3 , then

B~ t !5fx2
n2~0!exp~2t/t2!1fyny~0!exp~2t/t3! ~7!

and a large zero time ordinate value just corresponds
branching ratioh5ny(0)/n2(0) favoring stateX2 .

Small differences between the PB efficiencies can exp
the short time shape of the PDA-3BCMU and -4BCMU P
decays~Fig. 10!. The fit is made using Eqs.~1! modified to
take into account the existence of stateY, as follows:
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dnn0
~ t !

dt
5S sg~vpp!I pp~ t !

hvpp
D @ng~ t !2nn0

~ t !#2
nn0

~ t !

t0
,

~1a!

dnx1
~ t !

dt
5d

nn0
~ t !

t0
2

nx1
~ t !

t1
, ~1b8!

dnx2
~ t !

dt
5

nx1
~ t !

t1
2

nx2
~ t !

t2
, ~1c!

dny~ t !

dt
5~12d!

nn0
~ t !

t0
2

ny~ t !

t3
, ~1e!

n05ng1nn0
1nx1

1nx2
1ny . ~1d8!

Replacing the absorption cross sectionss i in Eq. ~2! by the
PB efficienciesf i , we can fit the early time PB kinetics t
obtain the relative magnitude of the PB efficienciesf i . The
results are shown in Fig. 10 and yieldfn0

:fx1
:fx2

55:2.5:1 for PDA-3BCMU andfn0
:fx1

:fx2
55:2.5:2.5

FIG. 10. Early time dynamics of the PB atn0 in PDA-3BCMU
~a! and PDA-4BCMU~b! upon pumping at 2.07 eV with an exc
tation density of one photoexcitation every 100 monomer units.
thin line is a fit using Eq.~2! as described in the text.
for PDA-4BCMU. Since these fits are over a very sm
range, the results are not to be taken as definitive, but onl
suggestive.

A similar conclusion follows if we assumeY is populated
from X1 . SinceY accounts for only;10% of the total PB at
short times, the two situations cannot be separated in
experiments.

It is also possible that the branching occurs in the de
of X2 , the major channel being the nonradiative decay to
ground state and a minor one leading toY, the branching
ratio h being !1. In the latter case, the population ofY
would appear with a rise time of 2 ps, which is never o
served in the PA. However, since theY states are lower in
concentration at short time thanX1 and X2 , their contribu-
tion to PA is always a minor one. Indeed, in the visib
range, a very small PA, a few percent of the peak val
persists at long times and seems to decay on a time s
longer than 10 ps. This may be PA byY, but the poor signal-
to-noise ratio prevents further study of it.

Assuming that the PB efficiency of theY state is not
larger than that ofX1 andX2 , i.e., 2–3 monomer units, an
not smaller than one monomer unit, the branching ratioh
@h5~12d!/d# is 0.1<h<0.3. This enables us to evalua
the rate constantkY for Y formation. For instance, ifY is
formed from n0, kY;160.531012 sec21. If it is formed
from X1 , kY536231011 sec21, and fromX2 , kY;864
61010 sec21.

C. Role of the triplet state

Since in the present experiments triplet excitons
formed as correlated triplet pairs by ‘‘hot’’ singlet fission
and since these pairs annihilate by fusion on a time scal
;30 ps,11 the triplet state is a possible candidate forY. How-
ever, the experimental temporal decays of the long-liv
component of PB and of theTT* PA line at'1.35 eV are
not exactly the same, suggesting thatY andT might be dif-
ferent states. A convincing argument is given by the fact t
the slow component of PB is always;0.160.02 of the total
zero time PB, whatever the pump photon energy, wher
the triplet yield upon pumping at the exciton energyv0 is
;50 times smaller than when pumping at higher energ
above the exciton fission threshold of;2 eV.11 In addition,
theY state is generated via a one-quantum process, since
observed to be linear in pump regardless of the pump wa
length. This is also in contradiction with the observed inte
sity dependence of the triplet state, which is superlinea
pump fluence for all pump wavelengths used.

Moreover, if the slow PB component were due to t
triplet population, this would imply a fission probability of a
least 10%, assuming that the triplet PB efficiency is not s
nificantly larger than that of the singlet. Such a fission yie
would be very large indeed, being two orders of magnitu
larger than the experimental yield found in a polycrystalli
film of the PDA poly~1,6-bisNcarbazolyl-2,4hexadiyne!
~DCH!.20

We thus conclude thatY andT are different states.
Still, the triplet state must contribute to the PB. This co

tribution should be undetectable when pumping atn0 , where
the triplet yield is small, and more important when pumpi
at higher energies. Since the zero time-ordinate ratio of
slow and fast components of the PB is the same in the
cases within the experimental uncertainties of about 20%,
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triplet contribution to PB cannot be larger than about 1
giving for the fission yield an upper limit<1%, which is
consistent with the DCH value.26

D. Nature of the intermediate states

The free-exciton relaxation in bulk PDA’s has genera
been discussed in terms of only one intermediate stat
self-trapped exciton ofBu ~Ref. 14! or Ag ~Ref. 20! symme-
try. Our results on isolated chains show that, apart from
triplet state, there are at least three excited states in the
tical gap, but the assignment of these states is still spec
tive since they are characterized primarily by their respec
lifetimes.

It has been shown that statesX1 andX2 have comparable
PB efficiencies, slightly smaller than that of the free excito
They cannot be ofBu symmetry, since there is no evidenc
in any of our experiments on isolated PDA chains of a
lower-lying Bu excited state accessible from the grou
state. Linear absorption experiments on bulk PDA’s also l
to absorption coefficients in the optical gap that are<1 cm21

except for weak vibrational overtone absorptions. Howev
two photon-absorption experiments on bulk PDA’s ha
shown the existence of anAg excited state in the optical gap
typically 0.2 eV below theBu state.27 There is even one
report of the presence of twoAg states in the gap.28

Our tentative interpretation is then to assignX1 to anAg
state andY to a self-trapped exciton formed from the freeBu
exciton as sketched in Fig. 11. This requires that theBu°Ag
internal conversion rate constant is;531012 sec21 since
the Bu free exciton lifetime is<200 fs and the predominan
relaxation channel is towardsX1 . Such a rate constant is no
unreasonably large considering what is known ab
polyenes.29–31This scheme also implies that self-trapping~Y
state! is not instantaneous, since thenky;160.5
31012 sec21 ~see Sec. IV B!.

In the proposed scheme,X1 is a freeAg exciton not too
far below the 1Bu state. One would expect to see fluore
cence from such a state as found in polyenes.32 Such a fluo-
rescence is not observed here~nor in bulk PDA’s!. Its ab-
sence may be explained by the existence of a lower-ly
stateX2 . This may be another freeAg exciton, makingX2
the 2Ag andX1 the 3Ag state. Theoretical studies lead to th
prediction of more than oneAg excited state below the1Bu
exciton if correlations are large enough,33,34 and there is ex-
perimental evidence for severalAg states in the two-photon

FIG. 11. Schematic diagram of the relaxation pathway for
1Bu exciton. Only the time constants are meaningful in this figu
not the absolute energy positions of the levels, which are
known.
,
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absorption spectrum of Lawrenceet al. of poly-PTS.28 A
possibility that cannot be excluded at the present stage is
X1 is a vibronic component ofX2 that would be stabilized
for 450 fs by a phonon bottleneck effect, but this is pure
conjectural in the absence of any information on vibratio
relaxation of excited states in PDA’s. If the energy of t
2Ag state is low enough, fast internal conversion to t
ground state can account for the 2 ps lifetime.30,31 Yet an-
other possibility that cannot be excluded at the present s
is thatX2 results from self-trapping ofX1 . This STE would
have to be different fromY since the PA is different. The
corresponding self-trapping rate constant would then
;231012 sec21, comparable to the rate of formation of th
Y state from the1Bu free exciton. The slow processes
energy relaxation would then be the decays of the two
ferent self-trapped excitons in 2 and 30 ps, respectiv
Since it has been found that PB efficiencies ofX1 andX2 are
comparable, this would imply that the self-trapped excit
X2 is not drastically different from the corresponding fre
excitonX1 , suggesting weak self-trapping.19

Nevertheless, as discussed in Sec. IV B above, it can
be excluded from experimental evidence thatY is formed
from X2 . This would require thatX2 is a free-Ag exciton.
Self-trapping intoY would now occur with a rate constant o
;86431010 sec21. If self-trapping from the1Bu free exci-
ton occurs at a comparable rate, it is then much too slow
compete with internal conversion into anAg state.

Further experiments, in particular two-photon absorpt
spectroscopy would help to confirm the nature of the o
served intermediate states.

E. Comparison with bulk PDA results

The results obtained here on isolated PDA chains can
compared to those in the literature on bulk PDA’s, at le
those showing an exciton absorption around 2 eV~i.e., the
so-called ‘‘blue’’ phase!. An important difference is tha
fluorescence from the free exciton is observed in isola
chains8,9 whereas it is barely detectable in the blue phase
bulk PDA’s.35 Thus, it is clear that some differences exist
the energy-relaxation scheme.

In bulk PDA’s, a 2 psdecay time is always present, and
faster decay at short times is sometimes observed. Howe
a long-lived component has not been reported. The rise t
of the PB ~or some signal equivalent to it24! is very fast,
usually instrument limited, and the decay is exponential,
some experiments over two orders of magnitude, with a ti
constant of;2 ps. In bulk PDA-3BCMU and -4BCMU there
is no faster component, but an initial decay witht;500 fs
has been observed in Langmuir-Blodgett films of so
PDA’s.12 Upon pumping on or near the exciton absorptio
PA is observed in a wide spectral range, with different tim
dependences in the near IR and close ton0 . At the longer
wavelengths, it appears instantaneously and decays o
sub-ps time scale; at shorter wavelengths, it shows a dis
rise time in the sub-ps range and decays with a time cons
of ;2 ps.16 Kobayashi16 interprets this observation as a sh
of the PA towards higher energies during the first fraction
a ps. This is attributed to the PA by the hot STE during
thermalization, the final PA being that of the relaxed ST
which disappears in 2 ps. In this model, hot and thermali
STE’s have the same PB efficiency.
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Thus, the two short decay times have been observe
bulk PDA’s as well. However, in our case we can assign
shorter time to a defined state, since the observed PA ca
divided in two distinct spectral regions, each with its ow
time dependence independent of wavelength after correc
for chirp effects.

A longer-lived component is sometimes reported and u
ally assigned to triplet excitons. We have shown that
triplets formed during singlet exciton relaxation can acco
for only a small fraction~a few percent! of the total long-
lived PB, so that there must be another long-lived state in
gap. In most cases a long-lived component is not reporte
bulk PDA’s. When the 2 ps decay can be followed ov
almost two orders of magnitude,24 any contribution of a slow
decay cannot exceed 1%. This difference can be explaine
the scheme proposed above if internal conversion is faste
bulk PDA’s and/or if the self-trapping rate is smaller. Th
former would also account for the absence of fluorescenc
bulk PDA’s. However, a long-lived component has been
served on a bulk PDA in conditions where according to
authors, triplet states are not formed.36 In a recent letter,20~b!

a decay time of 1165 ps has been found to be required
account for the time dependence of PA at 1.48 eV up
pumping at 2.0 eV in an oriented film of the PDA poly-DCH
The authors assign this decay time to PA by unthermali
triplet excitons, implying that hot-triplet vibrational relax
ation requires;10 ps. This explanation cannot account f
our observations for two reasons. First, the study ofTT*
absorption in isolated PDA chains reported in our previo
paper11 shows that there is no delayed increase of that
sorption. Second, it was shown here, as discussed abo
Sec. IV C, that there are not enough triplets formed to
count for the ‘‘long-lived’’ PB component.

Instantaneous self-trapping as predicted in theoretical
models17 is not observed in isolated chains, despite the f
that electronic states of the chain, as well as the double-
triple-bond stretching vibrations, are strictly 1D. In fact, o
results suggest that self-trapping is at best a minor com
nent of exciton relaxation in PDA isolated chains. Bu
PDA’s should correspond even less to the theoretical
case. The occurrence of self-trapping seems to remain
open question in PDA’s.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper deals with nonradiative singlet1Bu exciton
relaxation in isolated PDA chains. Two PA bands originati
from two short-lived states are observed. From their resp
tive time dependences, it is concluded here that these
states decay in series in the same relaxation pathway. T
have very similar PA cross sections and PB efficiencies
slowly decaying PB component indicates the existence o
third longer-lived state. It is shown that this state cannot
the triplet 3Bu exciton, and only a fraction of the1Bu exciton
relaxation occurs via this state. Thus, three excited state
in the optical gap apart from the triplet state. A relaxati
scheme is proposed, involving twoAg states in series. It is
also concluded that self-trapping, if present, cannot be
stantaneous.
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APPENDIX

It was shown elsewhere that the weaker absorption li
on the low-energy side ofn0 have ground-state configura
tions different from that ofn0 ,6,8 and that the correspondin
transitions show no transfer of oscillator strength ton0 ~as
detected by electroabsorption experiments!, and are thus not
coupled to it.7 They behave exactly asn0 in electroabsorp-
tion, exhibiting the same Stark shift. This is interpreted
terms of excitons on chains with slightly different conform
tions and subsequently modified electronic properties. T
dominant chain population corresponds to an exciton tra
tion at n0 , and na , nb , etc. are the exciton transitions o
minority chain populations. The ratio of absorption inten
ties of the respective lines give an approximate idea of
corresponding concentrations. The chain populations co
sponding to excitonsna and nb are always 20–30 times
smaller thann0 , and even less fornc in PDA-3BCMU. A
possible explanation is that these minority populations ar
the vicinity of stacking faults: PDA-3BCMU and -4BCMU
are lamellar crystals.

The present pump-probe experiments yield further inf
mation on these transitions, and give an additional argum
in favor of the above interpretation.

First, it is possible to pump selectively one of the minor
transitions. This is shown in Fig. 12 where the pump is c
tered onnb at 1.81 eV in 3BCMU, overlappingna ~1.83 eV!
andnc ~1.78 eV! only slightly, and not at alln0 at 1.90 eV.
In this case there isno bleaching atn0 . The very small signal
there is also present at negative delay times and is thus

FIG. 12. Differential absorption spectrum of PDA-3BCM
chains~thick solid line!. The pump spectrum is shown as the th
dashed line. The linear absorption of the same sample is show
the thin solid line.
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sociated to pump diffusion. This shows that the ground sta
of nb and n0 do not communicate, further supporting th
assumption that they are located on geometrically sepa
parts of the sample, i.e., on separate chains.

Two PB peaks at 1.99 and 2.07 eV are also seen in F
12. They correspond to the vibronic transitions ofnb associ-
ated to the double-bond stretch~at 1440 cm21! and the triple-
bond stretch~at 2100 cm21!. Their positions and intensities
relative to thenb PB peak indicate that the exciton transitio
corresponding tonb has Franck-Condon factors and vibra
tional energies very similar to those of the main exciton
n0 . The two small humps at 1.965 and 2.020 eV most pro
ably correspond to the double-bond vibronic bands ofnc and
na , respectively, which are slightly bleached by the pump

Consequently,na , nb , andnc are not part of the relax-
ation pathway ofn0 . They do not correspond to the state
labeledX1 , X2 , andY above.

The time dependence of the 1.99 eV PB peak genera
upon pumping atnb could be measured up to a delay time o
;5 ps. It shows an instantaneous rise and an exponen
decay with a time constantt51.860.1 ps. Thus,nb behaves
very similar tov0 . Indeed, Fig. 12 also shows that pumpin
at nb generates a PA band between 1.75 and 2.1 eV v
similar to the one generated upon pumping in thev0 absorp-
tion. In such pumping conditions, the PB signal is too sm
to allow studying a possible long-lived component, but th
is present as well, as shown by the following observation

The PB peaks at 1.99 and 2.07 eV in Fig. 12 show th
vibronic absorption associated tonb is present underneath
the vibronic absorption spectrum ofn0 . Therefore, pumping
aboven0 will also produce a PB ofnb ~andna , nc as well!.
This is clearly shown in Fig. 1. Since all these states a
distinct and uncoupled, each PB band will decay indepe
dently with its own time dependence, and it is found th
es
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they are all very similar. Fig. 13 for instance, corresponds
the PB kinetics ofnb in PDA-3BCMU, upon pumping a
2.07 eV. The decay is well fitted by a double exponen
with t151.860.1 ps andt2;30 ps, and the zero time ord
nate ratio of the two components is;10. Thus, all1Bu ex-
citon states, though on different types of chains with sligh
different transition energies and ground-state geomet
have similar energy relaxation pathways. At least, statesX2
and Y are present with similar lifetimes. The free-excito
lifetimes and the existence of anX1 state related to the mino
chain populations have not been studied directly.

FIG. 13. Time dependence of the PB ofnb in PDA-3BCMU
chains upon pumping at 2.07 eV. The thin solid line is a dou
exponential fit with time constants oft2'1.7 ps andt3530 ps.
The thin dashed line shows the contribution of the long-lived co
ponent extrapolated to time zero.
.
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